














applies to the supplemental benefits. 

First, it is unquestionable that certain working conditions of the SIF Marine Engineers 

and Maersk Engineers are vastly different due to the difference in locality. SIF Marine 

Engineers cross from Staten Island to Manhattan and back, while the Maersk Engineers 

traverse international waters, months at a time. "Indicatively, as 'Uie Maersk/MEBA CBA 

does not delineate categories of compensation, the totality of the circumstances warrant that 

some benefits are related to the work perfonned at sea and living aboard a ship. In fact, in 

their written submissions MEBA concedes this point. 2

The supplemental benefit most notably inapplicable to the locality is the vacation 

benefit set forth in the Maersk/M:EBA CBA. lt provides that Maersk Engineers receive one 

day of vacation for every day worked, which is appropriate for workers who are at sea for 

months at a time and live aboard the ship, away from their homes and families. However, 

unlike the Maersk Engineers working on U.S.-flagged ships at sea for months at a time, the 

SIF Marine Engineers who traverse the water between Staten Island and Manhattan each 

day return home at the end of each workday like other City employees. As such, it would 

be unreasonable to hold that S1F Marine Engineers are entitled to the same vacation benefit 

.as Maersk Engineers. In the absence of a controlling collective bargaining agreement, we 

2 "The Maersk C:SA contains other items of compensation that !v!EBA agrees need not be included as components 

of the prevailing rates to be adopted for Chief Marine Engineers and Marine Engineers. These wage payments and 
supplements include room and board, duty pay, penalty time, travel pay, vacation plan administrative factor 
payments, In Lieu ofRest (Section 11 (b)'ofthe 1986-1990 Agreement), Night, Weekend & Holiday Relief 
engineers (Section 12 &13 of the 86-90 Agreement), Supper Relief and Penalty Meal Hours (Section I 4 &15 of the 
86-90 Agreement), Restriction to Ship & Delayed Sailing (Section 16 &17 of the 86-90 Agreement), Penalty and
Premium Pay and Standby Duty (ACCU) (Section 19 & 47 (f) of the 86-90 Agreement), Subsistence and Room
Allowance, Explosives & Pe�lfy Cargo (Section 21-24 ot'the 86-90 Agre1;:ment), Shifting Ship and
Transportation/Travel Pay (Section 25 & 29 of the 86-90 Agreement), Quarters -and War Risk Bonus (Section 32 &
36 ofthe 86-90 Agreement), Severance (Section 43 of the 86-90 Agreement), Vacation Administrative Factor
(Section 34 (h) of the 86-90 Agreement).'' MEBA's January 11, 2023 Letter to the Comptroller.
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